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How to derive Feynman diagrams for finite-dimensional integrals

directly from the BV formalism

Owen Gwilliam∗ and Theo Johnson-Freyd†

October 11, 2018

Abstract

The Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism in quantum field theory was originally invented to avoid
the difficult problem of finding diagrammatic descriptions of oscillating integrals with degenerate
critical points. But since then, BV algebras have become interesting objects of study in their
own right, and mathematicians sometimes have good understanding of the homological aspects
of the story without any access to the diagrammatics. In this note we reverse the usual direction
of argument: we begin by asking for an explicit calculation of the homology of a BV algebra,
and from it derive Wick’s Theorem and the other Feynman rules for finite-dimensional integrals.

0 Introduction

Anyone with a glancing interest in physics eventually sees Feynman diagrams and is told that they
play a key role in quantum field theory, notably in the process of renormalization of path integrals.
If a mathematician digs a bit deeper, she learns that Feynman diagrams fit into a method for
constructing asymptotic series associated to oscillating integrals. Recall that an oscillating integral
is an expression of the form

∫

R

f(x)e
√
−1g(x) dx,

with f and g real functions. The adjective “oscillating” refers to the variation of the exponential
term, especially when |g′| is large. In section 4, we will return to this relationship between Feynman
diagrams and integration, but our main goal is to provide an alternative story about how to invent
Feynman diagrams, rooted in homological algebra. Again, the basic problem has its source in
physics. In the process of trying to better understand quantum field theory and string theory,
physicists rediscovered many homological tools, notably the Chevalley–Eilenberg description of
equivariant cohomology, a version of which is called the “BRST formalism” in the physics literature.
Building on this, the Russian physicists Batalin and Vilkovisky introduced a formalism to tackle
supergravity [BV83, BV84, BV85]; the BV formalism is now widely considered the most powerful
approach to quantizing gauge theories. We focus this article on the simplest examples of the
homological problem that appears in the BV formalism.

Here is the problem. Fix a field K of characteristic 0 and a positive integer N . Consider the
graded-commutative algebra

V• = KJx1, . . . , xN , ξ1, . . . , ξN , ~K
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with its usual topology as a power-series algebra, where x1, . . . , xN , ~ are in degree 0 (and hence
commute with everything), and ξ1, . . . , ξN are in homological degree 1 (and hence anticommute with
each other). We make V• into a chain complex, but not a differential graded algebra, as follows. Pick
a symmetric invertible N×N matrix a = (ai,j)

N
i,j=1. Pick a power series b(x) ∈ KJx1, . . . , xN K ⊂ V•

with only cubic and higher terms. Equip V• with the degree-(−1) differential:

Q =

N
∑

i,j=1

ai,jxi
∂

∂ξj
−

N
∑

i=1

∂b(x)

∂xi

∂

∂ξi
− ~

N
∑

i=1

∂2

∂xi∂ξi
.

These partial derivatives behave as usual so long as one takes into account the appropriate signs.
For instance,

∂

∂ξi

∂

∂ξj
= − ∂

∂ξj

∂

∂ξi

because the partial derivative ∂
∂ξi

has odd degree. After all, it removes a copy of ξi from any

monomial xm1
1 · · · xmN

N ξn1
1 · · · ξnN

N and hence lowers the homological degree of the monomial by 1.
The fundamental goal is to understand the homology of this chain complex and, even more, to

know how to explicitly describe the image of closed elements inside the homology. Let us take as an
ansatz that the homology of (V•, Q) in degree 0 is isomorphic to KJ~K as a KJ~K-module. Observe
that V• is concentrated between degrees 0 and N . Hence, every element in V0 = KJx1, . . . , xN , ~K
is a cycle. The image of Q in V0 is contained in the ideal generated by x1, . . . , xN , ~, since every
term in Q either adds a power of x or ~. Thus the number 1 ∈ V0 is not a boundary. For f ∈ V0

we write [f ] for its image in homology H0(V ). According to the ansatz, for every f ∈ V0 we should
be able to write

[f ] = 〈f〉[1]
for a unique number 〈f〉 ∈ KJ~K. By succeeding at this, we will verify the ansatz.

The 〈f〉 are computed by Feynman diagrams. We will warm up with two examples, and then
explain in general how the diagrammatic description arises naturally from the homology calculation.
The chain complex (V•, Q) is an example of a BV algebra, and we hope that this example can provide
the reader with more intuition for the general BV formalism in perturbative quantum field theory.
We end this note with some general discussion motivating the BV approach in finite-dimensional
non-gauged integrals. We expect that this note contains no results that are not known to the
experts, but we hope that it gives an entry point for non-experts trying to learn BV theory. For
other parts of this story, see for example [ABF10, Fio03, Sta97, Wit90].

1 Example: Wick’s lemma

As our first warm-up, we set N = 1 and b = 0. Then our complex is

V1
Q−→ V0

q q

KJx, ~K ξ KJx, ~K

where

Q = ax
∂

∂ξ
− ~

∂2

∂x∂ξ
.

Given ξ f(x) ∈ V1, Q(ξf) = axf(x)− ~f ′(x). A little formal calculus tells us that Q(ξf) = 0 only
when f(x) = exp(ax2/2~), but as this f is not in KJx, ~K, the homology in degree 1 vanishes.
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The boundaries comprise the closed KJhK-span of the elements Q(ξxn) = axn+1 − ~nxn−1, and
here “closed” means that we take the closure in the power series topology. Hence in homology we
have [xn+1] = ~

an[x
n−1]. By recursion 〈x2n+1〉 = 0 and

〈x2n〉 =
(

~

a

)n

(2n − 1)!! =

(

~

a

)n (2n)!

2n n!
.

This is Wick’s formula. The combinatorial interpretation is that (2n− 1)!! = (2n)!
2nn! = (2n− 1)(2n−

3) · · · (3)(1) counts the number of pairings of 2n objects; each of the n connections in such a pairing
should then be understood as contributing a factor of ~/a.

Exercise We encourage the reader to pause from this note long enough to consider: what happens
when N > 1 and b = 0?

2 Example: Counting trivalent graphs

We consider now the situation that N = 1, a = 1, and b(x) = x3/6. The boundaries are spanned
by Q(xnξ) = xn+1 − xn+2/2− ~nxn−1, and so

[xn+1] =
1

2
[xn+2] + ~n [xn−1].

One can thus begin substituting [x] = 1
2 [x

2] = 1
2

(

1
2 [x

3] + ~[1]
)

= 1
2

(

1
2

(

1
2 [x

4] + 2~[x]
)

+ ~[1]
)

= . . . .
At each stage one adds terms in either high degree in x or high degree in ~, and so the subsequent
infinite sum converges to something in KJ~K · [1]. But if we use this ad hoc approach to the
substitutions, it becomes combinatorially difficult to compute the coefficients in 〈xn〉 = [xn]/[1] ∈
KJ~K.

Instead, we posit the following answer, and check that it satisfies the necessary conditions.
A Feynman diagram for 〈xn〉 is a connected finite graph with all vertices trivalent, except for one
marked vertex that is n-valent with totally-ordered incident half-edges (self-loops and parallel edges
are allowed). An automorphism of a Feynman diagram for 〈xn〉 is a permutation of the half-edges
of the graph which does not change the data of which half-edges are part of the same edge nor the
data of which half edges are incident on a vertex; the permutation also should act trivially on the
half edges incident to the marked vertex. If Γ is a Feynman diagram for 〈xn〉, its first Betti number
β(Γ) is the number of (full) edges minus the number of non-marked vertices — an easy calculation
shows that β(Γ) = (v(Γ) + n)/2, where v(Γ) is the number of unmarked vertices in Γ.

We list the Feynman diagrams for 〈x2〉 with Betti number 1 or 2, along with their numbers of
automorphisms:

|Aut| = 1 |Aut| = 2 |Aut| = 2 |Aut| = 4

We claim that 〈xn〉 = cn, where cn is the following Feynman-style sum:

cn =
∑

Γ a Feynman
diagram for 〈xn〉

~β(Γ)

|Aut Γ| .
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In particular, c0 = 1 = 〈1〉 as it should be. Thus, it suffices to show that this sequence cn satisfies
the recursion relation cn+1 =

1
2cn+2 + ~ncn−1.

We argue as follows. Let Γ be a Feynman diagram for 〈xn+1〉. The half-edges ending on the
marked vertex are totally ordered 1, 2, . . . , n + 1. Start walking along the last half-edge. You will
either arrive at a trivalent vertex, or you will arrive back at the marked vertex along half-edge
number j. If the former, unzip Γ along half-edge number n+1 between the marked vertex and the
trivalent vertex, and thereby create a Feynman diagram for 〈xn+2〉. If the latter, delete the self
loop, thereby creating a Feynman diagram for 〈xn−1〉.

. . .1 2

n+1
 

. . .
1 2

n+1
n+2

. . .1 2
j

n+1
 . . .1 2

Unzip Delete

Every diagram for 〈xn+2〉 or 〈xn−1〉 can be created this way from some diagram for 〈xn+1〉: to go
back, either zip up the last two edges in a diagram for 〈xn+2〉, or add a self-loop to the marked
vertex in a diagram for 〈xn−1〉.

We must now count, with symmetry, how many times each diagram is created. First, we consider
the unzipping operation. If our initial diagram Γ for 〈xn+1〉 had a symmetry switching the two
half-edges on that first trivalent vertex, then unzipping broke this symmetry, and so divided the
automorphism group by 2. If it did not have such a symmetry, then in fact there were two distinct
ways to unzip Γ to get the same diagram for 〈xn+2〉, because we did not say which edge should
become number n + 1 and which should become number n + 2. Together, these are the factor of
1
2 in cn+1 = 1

2cn+2 + . . . . Second, we have the case of deleting a self-loop: for a given diagram for
〈xn−1〉, there are precisely n ways to add a self-loop to the marked vertex such that one end of the
self-loop is half-edge number n + 1, hence the factor of n in cn+1 = · · · + ~ncn−1. The unzipping
operation does not change the Betti number of a diagram, but deleting a self-loop does, hence the
factors of ~. This completes the proof.

Exercise What happens when N = 1, a = 1, and b(x) = x4

4! ? What about when b(x) = x3

6 + x4

4! ?

Remark Define the following sequence in KJ~K:

dn = 12n
∞
∑

k=⌈n
2
⌉

(

~

288

)k (6k − 2n)!

(3k − n)! (2k − n)!

Then dn also satisfies the recursion relation, and d0 = 1 + 5
24~ + . . . is invertible, so cn = dn/d0.

When K = R, one can estimate the growth rates of the coefficients of dn:
(6k−2n)!

(3k−n)! (2k−n)! ∼ 6kk!, and

so dn ∈ RJ~K has zero radius of convergence. In fact, the power series cn also have zero radius of
convergence for n ≥ 1, because their coefficients in ~ grow roughly as the coefficients of log d0. For
example, one can show that d1 = 3∂d0

∂~ , and so c1 = 3 ∂
∂~ log d0, so if c1 were the Taylor expansion

at 0 of something analytic in ~, then d0 would also have positive radius of convergence.
On the other hand, the series cn do have positive radius of convergence over Qp for p > 0.

3 The general case: From homological algebra to diagrammatics

We now consider the general case. Recall that we fix N a positive integer and K a field of char-
acteristic 0, and we build the graded commutative algebra V• = KJx1, . . . , xN , ξ1, . . . , ξN , ~K as a
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completed symmetric algebra, with the generators are x1, . . . , xN , ~ in grading zero and ξ1, . . . , ξN
in grading 1. We then choose an invertible symmetric N × N matrix (aij) and a power series
b(x) ∈ KJx1, . . . , xN K that vanishes at least to order 3. With this data, we make V• into a chain
complex by choosing the differential:

Q =
N
∑

i,j=1

aijxi
∂

∂ξj
−

N
∑

i=1

∂b(x)

∂xi

∂

∂ξi
− ~

N
∑

i=1

∂2

∂xi∂ξi
.

For f ∈ KJx1, . . . , xN , ~K, we write [f ] for its image in the Q-homology of V•. We are interested
in computing 〈f〉 = [f ]/[1] ∈ KJ~K. It suffices to compute 〈∑N

i1,...,in=1 fi1,...,inxi1 · · · xin〉 for each

n-tensor (fi1,...,in)~ı∈{1,...,N}n ∈ KNn
.

One approach is to tackle the algebra directly. We (temporarily) adopt the following index-full
notation. For ~ı ∈ {1, . . . , N}m, we write x~ı for xi1 · · · xim ∈ K[x1, . . . , xN ], so that for example

(x1)
m = x1,...,1. We define the Taylor coefficients of b via b

(m)
~ı = ∂mb

∂xi1
···∂xim

∣

∣

(x)=0
. In particular,

each b(m) is a symmetric m-tensor, and ∂b(x)
∂xi

=
∑∞

m=2
1
m!

∑

~∈{1,...,N}m b
(m+1)
i,~ x~ .

For each (n+1)-tensor (fi,~ı)i∈{1,...,N},~ı∈{1,...,N}n , consider the element
∑

i,~ı,j fi,~ı x~ı (a
−1)i,j ξj ∈ V1,

where a−1 is the matrix inverse to (ai,j). These span V1 (or rather, their span is dense in V1 for the
profinite topology). Thus, the boundaries in V0 are spanned (in the profinite topology) by their
images under Q:

Q





∑

i,~ı

fi,~ı x~ı (a
−1)i,j ξj





=
∑

i,~ı

fi,~ı xix~ı −
∞
∑

m=2

∑

i,~ı,j,~

1

m!
b
(m+1)
j,~ x~ (a

−1)i,j fi,~ı x~ı − ~
∑

i,~

n
∑

k=1

fi,~ (a
−1)i,jkxj1,...,̂k,...,jn

By “̂k” we mean “remove this term from the list.” Thus we can write the class
[

∑

i,~ı fi,~ı xix~ı

]

as

a sum of various other terms, each of which has either more xs or more ~s.
This index-full notation is, of course, a mess. Much better is a Feynman-diagrammatic notation

generalized by Penrose to handle contractions of tensors [Pen71]. We define a Feynman diagram
to be a finite connected graph (self-loops and parallel edges are allowed) built from the following
pieces:

• Precisely one marked vertex, with valence n, which is labeled by an n-tensor f ∈ KNn
, and

whose incident half-edges are totally ordered; we will draw the marked vertex with a star ,
and leave the tensor and the total ordering implicit.

• Some number of internal vertices, which are required to have valence 3 or more; we will draw
internal vertices as solid bullets .

• Some number of univalent external vertices; we will draw external vertices as open circles .

An automorphism of a Feynman diagram is a permutation of its half-edges that does not change
the combinatorial type of the diagram — it may separately permute both the internal and external
vertices, but it should not permute the half-edges incident to the marked vertex. Given a Feynman
diagram Γ, its first Betti number β(Γ) is its total number of edges minus its number of un-marked
vertices. We say that an edge is internal if it connects internal and marked vertices, and external
if one of its ends is an external vertex.
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We now define the evaluation ev(Γ) of a Feynman diagram Γ as follows. First, suppose we are
given a labeling of the half-edges by numbers {1, . . . , N}. To such a labeled Feynman diagram we
associate a product of matrix coefficients:

• The marked vertex contributes f~ı, where~ı is the vector of labels formed by reading the labels
on the incident half-edges in the prescribed order (recall that part of the data of Γ was a total
ordering of these vertices).

• Each internal vertex with valence m contributes b
(m)
~ı , where ~ı is the vector of labels formed

by reading the incident half-edges in any order (recall that the tensors b(m) are symmetric).

• Each external vertex with incident half-edge labeled by i ∈ {1, . . . , N} contributes the variable
xi ∈ V0 = KJx1, . . . , xN , ~K.

• Each internal edge with half-edges labeled i, j contributes (a−1)i,j = (a−1)j,i.

• Each external edge with half-edges labeled i, j contributes δi,j =

{

1, i = j

0, i 6= j
.

Thus a labeled Feynman diagram evaluates to some monomial in V0. The evaluation ev(Γ) of an
unlabeled Feynman diagram Γ is defined to be the sum over all possible labelings of its evaluation
as a labeled Feynman diagram. Finally, we give a map {Feynman diagrams} → V0 by:

Γ 7→ ev(Γ)~β(Γ)

|Aut(Γ)| .

In this notation, our index-full calculation above was the statement that, for a fixed tensor f
labeling the marked vertices:

. . .

n+1

−
∞
∑

m=2

. . . . . .

n m

−
n
∑

k=1

. . .
n−1

k is a boundary in V0.

In the final diagram, the self-loop connects the kth and (n+1)th half-edges on the marked vertex.

We can therefore evaluate any
〈
∑

~ı f~ı x~ı
〉

, and indeed
〈 ev(Γ)~β(Γ)

|Aut(Γ)|
〉

for any Feynman diagram Γ,
by playing Hercules’ game of the many-headed Hydra. Pick some external vertex. Up to boundaries
in V•, we either attach it to some other external vertex, increasing the Betti number of the graph, or
try to chop it off, at which point our Hydra grows at least two new external vertices (“heads”). But
in the profinite topology, any sequence of Hydra with strictly-increasing head number converges to
0, and for any given β the game only produces finitely many graphs with Betti number ≤ β. Thus
the whole game converges in the profinite topology.

What does it converge to? The only Feynman diagrams left at the end of the game are those
with no external vertices at all, since these are the only Hydra that do not have a head that Hercules
can chop off. All together, we have proved that for any tensor f~ı ,

〈

∑

~ı

f~ı x~ı

〉

=
∑

Feynman diagrams Γ
with no external vertices

and marked vertex labeled by f

ev(Γ)~β(Γ)

|Aut(Γ)| ∈ KJ~K.
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Remark These techniques and this result are examples of homological perturbation theory, which
allows one to understand a chain complex as a “perturbation” of a simpler chain complex. On
the same graded vector space V• = KJx1, . . . , xN , ξ1, . . . , ξN , ~K we could consider the very simple
differential Q0 =

∑N
i,j=1 aijxi

∂
∂ξj

. An easy exercise shows that the homology of V• consists of a

copy of KJ~K in degree 0, and that for Q0 the map 〈·〉 : V• → KJ~K is the algebra homomorphism
the sets all the xi and ξj to 0.

The differential Q that we actually care about is a “perturbation” of Q0 in the sense that Q−Q0

is “small”, and, in fact, “much smaller than Q0” in the profinite topology. There is a general theory
that allows one to analyze (and, indeed, write formulas for) chain complexes which are perturbations
of understood complexes. In particular, whenever one has a perturbation of a chain complex, one
can construct a differential δ on H•(V•, Q0), such that the homology of

(

H•(V•, Q0), δ
)

is identified
with the homology of (V•, Q). But in our case H•(V•, Q0) = KJ~K, and so the differential δ is
necessarily zero. Thus H•(V•, Q) = KJ~K as well. Perturbing the differential does change the map
〈·〉, and although the perturbed map can be fully described with general homological perturbation
theory, in our situation of interest the direct analysis is shorter. For more details on homological
perturbation theory, see [Cra04].

4 Motivation: Finite dimensional integrals

A different explanation is available for why 〈f〉 is computable as a sum of Feynman diagrams. To
explain it, we move to a somewhat more general problem, explained in detail in [Wit90]. In brief,
we relate the usual way of encoding integration using homological algebra — namely, the de Rham
complex — to the homological constructions we’ve discussed so far.

Let X be an N -dimensional smooth manifold over R. In analogy with the de Rham complex
Ω• = Γ(

∧•T∗X), the manifold X determines a graded commutative algebra V• = Γ(
∧• TX)

of antisymmetric multivector fields. Unlike the de Rham complex, V• is not canonically a chain
complex. But we can make it into one: when X is oriented, any choice of nowhere-vanishing smooth
measure µ on X determines an isomorphism of graded vector spaces iµ : V•

∼→ ΩN−•, sending a
multivector field Y1∧· · ·∧Yk to its contraction with µ, which will be an (N−k)-form. For instance,
when k = 0, we send a function f ∈ V0 to the top form fµ ∈ ΩN . Under this isomorphism of vector
spaces, we can transfer the exterior derivative d : Ω• → Ω•+1 to define the divergence operator
∆µ : V• → V•−1. We remark that ∆µ only depends on µ up to global rescalings: ∆µ = ∆rµ for
r ∈ R×.

We call the resulting differential “∆” because it is a second-order differential operator for the
algebra structure on V•. Pick local coordinates x1, . . . , xN on X such that µ = |dx1 · · · dxN |. Then
locally V• has generators x1, . . . , xN in degree 0 and ξ1, . . . , ξN in degree 1, where the generator
ξi ∈ V1 = Γ(TX) is nothing but the vector field ∂

∂xi
. Then ∆µ =

∑

i
∂2

∂xi∂ξi
. Observe that

(V•,∆µ) is not a dg algebra. Rather, it is an example of a BV algebra. The notion of a BV
algebra axiomatizes the structure implicit in this example of multivector fields, and it allows one
to apply the diagrammatics we’ve developed to other circumstances. The origins of BV algebras
lie in quantum field theory. In that case, the “fields” form an infinite-dimensional manifold. The
ordinary de Rham complex is not the right way to obtain volume forms or measures since there are
no “top forms” for an infinite-dimensional manifold. By contrast, the multivector fields still work
and thus provide a homological approach to defining volume forms.

A BV algebra is a graded-commutative algebra V• with a degree-(−1) square-zero second-order
differential operator ∆. The failure of ∆ to be a derivation equips V• with a Poisson bracket {−,−}
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of degree-(−1): we set

{f, g} := ∆(fg)−
(

(∆f)g + (−1)|f |f(∆g)
)

,

and see that this is a derivation in each slot because ∆ is a second-order differential operator. In
our case of the multivector fields, the failure of ∆µ to be a derivation is measured by the Schouten-
Nijenhuis bracket, the usual Lie bracket of vector fields extended to the exterior algebra in the
natural way.

Provided X is compact and connected, the Nth cohomology of Ω•, and hence the 0th homology
of V•, is one-dimensional. The map

[·] : V0 = C
∞(X) → H0(V•) ∼= R

is, up to rescaling, precisely the usual integration map f 7→
∫

X fµ. In particular, the boundaries
in V0 are the functions with total integral 0, and, defining 〈f〉 = [f ]/[1] as before, we see that 〈f〉
is precisely the expectation value 〈f〉 =

∫
fµ∫
µ
.

Pick a function s ∈ C∞(X), and let ~ range over R+. Fix a measure µ on X, and consider the
family of measures exp(−s/~)µ. It’s not difficult to compute the corresponding BV structures:

∆exp(−s/~)µ = −1

~

N
∑

i=1

∂s

∂xi

∂

∂ξi
+∆µ.

Here x1, . . . , xN are any system of local coordinates on X, and ξ1, . . . , ξN are the correspond-
ing degree-1 generators of V•. (In coordinate-free language, the operator

∑N
i=1

∂s
∂xi

∂
∂ξi

on V• =

Γ(
∧• TX) is the operator “contract with ds.”) Of course, the homology of ∆exp(−s/~)µ is the same

as the homology of −~∆exp(−s/~)µ =
∑ ∂s

∂xi

∂
∂ξi

− ~∆µ.
Let us now consider the case when s has a unique minimum (with invertible Hessian), in the

limit as ~ → 0. Then the measure exp(−s/~)µ is asymptotically supported in an infinitesimal
neighborhood of this critical point. Pick local coordinates x1, . . . , xN satisfying µ = |dx1 · · · dxN |
with the critical point at (xi) = 0. Then:

−~∆exp(−s/~)µ =

N
∑

i=1

∂s

∂xi

∂

∂ξi
− ~

N
∑

i=1

∂2

∂xi∂ξi
.

The choice of coordinates determines a splitting s(x) = s(0) + 1
2

∑

i,j ai,jxixj − b(x) for (ai,j)
N
i,j=1

a symmetric positive-definite matrix, and b(x) ∈ C∞(X) vanishing at least cubicly. Then in terms
of Taylor series, −~∆exp(−s/~)µ is precisely the differential Q that we considered above. The case
when the matrix (ai,j) is symmetric and invertible but not positive-definite can be treated simi-
larly, by considering oscillating measures of the form exp(

√
−1s/~)µ rather than the exponentially

suppressed measures exp(−s/~)µ.
Then to calculate the ~ → 0 asymptotics of expectation values 〈f〉, we can on the one hand

proceed as above with the cohomology, and on the other hand we can study asymptotics of finite-
dimensional integrals. But these asymptotics are well-known to be computed by Feynman diagrams:
one simply uses repeated integration by parts to recover the kind of diagrams we have drawn
[Dys48, Fey50, Pol05]. This is the secret reason that the homological problem we began with had
a diagrammatic answer.

Remark When π1(X) 6= 1, not all BV algebra structures compatible with the Scouten-Nijenhuis
bracket arise from measures. When X is connected, the data of a nowhere-vanishing measure up
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to global rescaling is the same as a flat, holonomy-free connection on the density line bundle over
X. In general, BV algebra structures on V• are in bijection with flat connections on the density
line bundle, possibly with nontrivial holonomy [Kos85]. Among other lessons of the BV formalism
is that it makes sense to talk about “expectation values” for this more general kind of “measure.”
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